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Abstract. In order to avoid collision with other traffic participants, automated 
vehicles need to understand the traffic scene. Object detection, as part of scene 
understanding, remains a challenging task mostly due to the highly variable ob-
ject appearance. In this work, we propose a combination of convolutional neural 
networks and context information to improve object detection. To accomplish 
that, context information and deep learning architectures, which are relevant for 
object detection, are chosen. Different approaches for integrating context in-
formation and convolutional neural networks are discussed. An ensemble sys-
tem is proposed, trained, and evaluated on real traffic data. 
Keywords: Object Detection, Convolutional Neural Networks, Context Infor-
mation, Bayesian Models 
1 Introduction 
Automated driving is one of the most important research topics in automotive area. In 
recent years, many projects like PROMETHEUS, the DARPA Grand/Urban chal-
lenge, and CityMobil as well as different research groups and institutions have ad-
dressed this topic with promising results. To plan a collision free trajectory, automat-
ed driving vehicles must be able to detect objects. Although many solutions are avail-
able in the literature, this remains a challenging task due to huge variation in object 
appearance and scene complexity. Object appearance can change according to occlu-
sion, noise, variation in pose and illumination [1], and background clutter. Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) show the best classification results, but still have some 
classification errors because they are mostly appearance-based classifiers. Context 
information can be used to improve object detection [1]. In this paper we propose an 
object detection system, which uses the advantages of CNN and context-based classi-
fiers. We discuss different approaches for combining both classifiers. The proposed 
system is trained and evaluated on real traffic data. 
The next sections of this work are divided as follows: in section 2, we present the 
state of the art. The proposed system as well as training and evaluation results are 
discussed in section 3. In section 4, we conclude and give an outlook on future work. 
2 Related Work 
Object detection consists of localizing object instances (hypotheses generation) in an 
image and classifying those into semantic classes (hypotheses classification). Hypoth-
eses are generated using features like symmetry, aspect ratio, expected position, color, 
and motion. Hypotheses classification methods can be separated into shape- and fea-
ture-based approaches. In this work we focus on the second one. 
Feature-based approaches first transform hypotheses into features and classify them. 
Features can be generated manually or learned directly from the data using e.g. Deep 
Learning (DL). Manually generated features like Histogram of Oriented Gradients 
and Deformable Parts Model [2] are used with Shallow Learning (SL) classifiers like 
Support Vector Machine for vehicle and pedestrian classification. While these SL-
classifiers show promising results, they suffer from human errors made during the 
feature engineering task. DL approaches solve this problem by learning the specific 
features inherently from large training data set. Since 2012, many DL-classifiers like 
Faster R-CNN and Yolo outperform SL-classifiers for object detection, but suffer 
from wrong detections mostly due to the appearance variation drawback depicted 
above. 
In [1, 3] spatial (interposition, support, and position), semantic (co-occurrence), and 
scale (familiar size) context information between objects, scenes und situations were 
combined with SL-classifiers to improve object detection. It is difficult to explicitly 
model the contextual dependencies described above into CNN because CNN just 
reason about spatial dependencies between object parts. The simplest solution is to 
integrate context information as pre- or post-processing step. Chu et al. [4] used an 
ensemble system, which combined the Faster R-CNN, local and global context for 
object detection. Some efforts to integrate context information directly into the CNN 
were shown in [5] (time constraint) and [6] (global image-level and local super-pixel 
context). Liang et al. [7] argued that Recurrent CNN (RCNN) were more suitable for 
integrating contextual relations, but RCNN can just reason about spatial dependencies 
between objects and their parts. Contextual dependencies on object and scene levels 
were still missed and will be address in this work. 
 
Fig. 1. Overview of the system for integrating DL and context-based classifiers 
3 “Our Approach” with Current Results 
In this work, we focus on the integration of DL and context-based classifiers using an 
ensemble system (see Fig. 1). We follow the idea proposed in [4], but use different 
context information and graphical model. As DL-classifier, we choose the pre-trained 
Fast R-CNN [8]. The semantic (ݏ݁ୡ୤), spatiotemporal (ݏݐୡ୤) and scale (ݏܿୡ୤) context 
proposed in [1] are used for generating context-based features. The context-based 
classifiers estimate the conditional class probability ݌ሺܥ|ܺୡ୤ሻ of an object hypothesis 
given the context-based feature ܺୡ୤ ∈ ሼݏ݁ୡ୤, ݏݐୡ୤, ݏܿୡ୤ሽ using the naïve Bayes classifier 
 ݌ሺܥ|ܺୡ୤ሻ ൌ ௣ሺ௑ౙ౜|஼ሻ௣ሺ஼ሻ׬ ௣ሺ௑ౙ౜|஼ሻ௣ሺ஼ሻ	಴  , (1) 
where ݌ሺܺୡ୤|ܥሻ is the likelihood function. ܥ ∈ ሼ݌݁݀. , ݊݋݊_݌݁݀. ሽ is the semantic class 
set and ݌ሺܥሻ the prior class probability. The fusion classifier combines the Fast R-
CNN and the context-based classifiers scores ௙ܵ_௥௖௡௡ and ܵ௖௕_௖ ൌ 	 ൫ܵ௦௘_௖, ܵ௦௧_௖, ܵ௦௖_௖൯ 
using a Bayesian network and the assumption that the scores are conditionally inde-
pendent given ܥ. The conditional class probability is  
 ݌൫ܥหܵ௖௕_௖, ௙ܵ_௥௖௡௡൯ ൌ ௣൫ௌ೎್_೎ห஼൯௣൫ௌ೑_ೝ೎೙೙ห஼൯௣ሺ஼ሻ׬ ௣൫ௌ೎್_೎ห஼൯௣൫ௌ೑_ೝ೎೙೙ห஼൯௣ሺ஼ሻ	಴  . (2) 
݌൫ܵ௖௕_௖หܥ൯, and ݌൫ ௙ܵ_௥௖௡௡หܥ൯ are the likelihood functions. ܵ௦௘_௖ , ܵ௦௧_௖ , and ܵ௦௖_௖  are 
the semantic, spatiotemporal and scale context-based classifiers scores.  
For evaluating the proposed system, we used the Caltech Pedestrian Data Set (CPDS) 
[9]. Only the aspect ratio ܽ௥ ൌ ݓ ݄⁄  was used as context-based feature, since it be-
longed to the scale context proposed in [1] and the CPDS didn’t contain depth infor-
mation. ݄ and ݓ were the height and the width of a given bounding box. The likeli-
hood functions ݌ሺܺୡ୤|ܥሻ , ݌൫ܵ௖௕_௖หܥ൯, and ݌൫ ௙ܵ_௥௖௡௡หܥ൯  were modeled as Gaussian 
distributions and the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) were used to estimate 
theirs parameters. The prior probability ݌ሺܥሻ was the ratio of pedestrians respectively 
non-pedestrians present in the training dataset. Fig. 2 presents from left to right the 
ground truth as well as the Fast R-CNN, the aspect ratio-based classifier (A_R-
classifier), and the fusion classifier results with scores greater than 0.5. We observed 
that the Fast R-CNN detected the most of pedestrians. Just a few objects were missed 
probably because of the low resolution and occlusion. Although the A_R-classifier 
had many false positive, the fusion classifier improved the Fast R-CNN and A_R-
classifier detecting more pedestrians. The fusion classifier false positive could be 
explained by the fact that aspect ratio was not powerful enough to model the context. 
Fig. 2. Detection results on CPDS ([9]). See text for more information. 
4 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this work, we addressed the problem of integrating context information and DL 
architectures into a system for object detection. A fusion system combining DL and 
context-based classifiers was proposed. We modeled the context-based classifiers 
using the naïve Bayes method. The DL and the context-based classifiers scores were 
fused using a Bayes model. For training and evaluating our system, we used the DL-
classifier called Fast R-CNN. The context-based features were generated using aspect 
ratio. The Likelihood functions parameters were learned with the MLE on the CPDS 
dataset. First results on real data revealed that the proposed system was able to im-
prove the detection in some cases, but also had some false positive. Integrating more 
context information may compensate this effect. 
In our future work, we will integrate more context information (e.g. explicitly reason-
ing about occlusion) and evaluate the system on large data set. The problem of inte-
grating context directly into the DL architecture will be addressed. Another key aspect 
will be to investigate the possibility of learning context information directly from the 
data without explicit modelling. 
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